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1 CCF omponents

Name of CCF VALDATE Bloks hanged XSCS ag

EPN QUANTUMEF 0014.CCF 2000-01-01 FRACTION CHANNEL, FRACTION ENERGY NO

EPN REDIST 0008.CCF 2000-01-01 EBOUNDS, BINNEDPI EBOUNDS NO

2 Changes

This release is dediated to improving the alulation of the EPIC-pn Small Window

mode response. This has been engineered by a reworking of the SW mode redistri-

bution funtion (alpnalgo V2.44.1), the pattern frations in hannel and energy spae

(EPN QUANTUMEF 0014.CCF) and the hannel energy bounds (EPN REDIST 0008.CCF).

These hanges are paralleled by the pn anned matries (MPE Version 6.6) available from

http://xmm.vilspa.esa.es/external/xmm sw al/alib/epi �les.shtml.

The appliable spatial region for SW mode pattern frations has been extended to inlude

RAW-Y=137{140; an area that was erroneously exluded from previous releases.

The energy pattern frations for Timing mode have been set to zero for the single pixel

only and double pixel only events. This is beause the Timing mode frations have only

been alibrated for single plus double (pattern 0 to 4) spetra.

3 Sienti� Impat of this Update

This update, in onjuntion with the aompanying redistribution hanges, results in

greater onsisteny between the single and double pixel event spetra below 1 keV and

in partiular around the Oxygen edge. The hange in hannel energies and the resulting

modi�ation of the RMF of all modes at low energies, introdued by the aompanying
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software (alpnalgo V2.44.1), will modify the response matries for all modes at low en-

ergies. This will be most notieable for very soft soures where ux hanges of the order

of 10%{20% may be visible below 0.3 keV.

Oasional rashes from tasks attempting to aess pattern frations ,for SW mode data,

in pixels with RAW-Y=137{140 will no longer our.

E�etive area �les produed by arfgen from pn Timing mode single or double pixel event

only spetra will now be zeroed to reet the urrent alibration status for this mode.

4 Estimated Sienti� Quality

In Figure 1 we show the residuals to a ombined �t of the singles and doubles spetra from

a high signal-to-noise observation of 3C273 (0126700301). The spetra are onsistent to

within � 5%.

5 Expeted Updates

6 Test proedures

Test 1: The response matrix generation tasks arfgen and rmfgen have been tested by

produing single and double pixel event spetra of a bright soure and ensuring that they

produe ompatible residuals to the �t of a standard spetral model.

Test 2: The pattern frations in the CCF an be tested by running the task epatplot

on events from a bright soure.

7 Test results

Test 1: Figure 1 shows that the singles and doubles spetra are reasonably onsistent.

Test 2: The events from 3C273 follow the predited pattern fration urve (Fig 2).

8 XSCS ag justi�ation

This CCF is not among the 29 CCFs listed at

http://xmm.vilspa.esa.es/�xmmdo/alpv/Oper CCFs.html as being deliverable, upon

update, to the XSCS, as XMM-Newton Operational CCFs.
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9 Compatibility issues

The use of the CCF elements EPN QUANTUMEF 0014.CCF and EPN REDIST 0008.CCF

should improve the agreement between SW mode single and double pixel spetra when

used with the urrent SAS (V5.4.1). For best results, though, they should be used in

onjuntion with a SAS whih ontains the pakage alpnalgo with version 2.44.1 or later.
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Figure 1: The residuals to a joint �t of an absorbed power-law plus soft emission omponent to the sin-

gle and double pixel event spetra from an SW mode observation of 3C273. Top panel: SAS 5.4.1,

EPN QUANTUMEF 0012.CCF and EPN REDIST 0007.CCF; Bottom panel: alpnalgo V2.44.1 and

EPN QUANTUMEF 0014.CCF, EPN REDIST 0008.CCF.
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Figure 2: Comparison of the pattern frations in small window mode with the model predition
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